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Abstract

In his papers during the lead up to the birth of the European Monetary Union,

Obstfeld considered whether the countries forming the EMU were sufficiently similar

to survive a single monetary policy—and more importantly, whether they had the

capacity to adjust to asymmetric shocks given a single monetary and exchange rate

policy. The convention at the time was to take the United States as the baseline for

a smoothly functioning currency union. We document the evolution of the literature

on regional labor market adjustment within the United States, expanding on stylized

facts illustrating how local shocks appear far more persistent today than they did

30 years ago in the context of what Obstfeld and Peri (1998) call non-adjustment

in unemployment rates. We then extend the currency union literature by adding an

additional consideration: differences in regional cyclical sensitivity. Using measures

of cyclicality and Obstfeld-Peri-type non-adjustment, we explore the characteristics

of places that can get left behind when local labor markets respond differently to

national shocks and discuss implications for policy.
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1 Introduction

Maury Obstfeld’s work includes substantial theoretical and conceptual advances

in international macroeconomics and finance, but he has also been intensely

practical in analyzing real-world problems in real-time. A key example is his

collection of work applying the lessons of Optimal Currency Area theory to

questions related to the EMU and currency unions (Obstfeld 1997, Obstfeld

1998, Obstfeld and Peri 1998).

While it may seem logical that currency borders overlap with political bor-

ders, that was not always the case historically, as coins and specie circulated

across different sovereign states (Cipolla, 1967). And, in fact, many early

economists argued for a common currency, as Mill did referring to sovereign

currencies as a “relic of barbarism” (Mill, 1894). Still, the overlap of currency

and nation-state was common, especially into the 20th century (Kocherlakota

and Krueger, 1998). Over time, macroeconomics began to debate when differ-

ent regions or nations should maintain a common currency. Mundell’s (1961)

foundational contribution uses a simple thought experiment of shocks hitting

two regions. If the shock was asymmetric, the question was whether there was

some mechanism to smooth the shock across regions (notably labor mobility

or interregional fiscal transfers). If the regions were similar and the shock was

common, the assumption was that overall macroeconomic policy–broader fiscal

or monetary stimulus or contraction–could handle the shock.

In his papers during the lead up to the birth of the EMU, Obstfeld considered

whether the countries forming the EMU were sufficiently similar to survive a

single monetary policy, and more importantly, whether they had the capacity to

adjust to asymmetric shocks given a single monetary and exchange rate policy.

He referred to persistent disparities in unemployment rates across regions as

non-adjustment.

We contribute to the question of currency unions in two directions. First,

the papers by Obstfeld, like most other discussions of the EMU often used

the United States as a baseline for a well-functioning currency union where

regional shocks were smoothed out over time (largely due to labor mobility).

We document how the literature of adjustment within the United States has

evolved. We summarize and expand stylized facts illustrating how local shocks

appear far more persistent today in the United States than they did 30 years

ago, and illustrate the characteristics of places that frequently have worse labor

market outcomes.
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Second, we extend the currency union literature by adding an additional

consideration: differences in regional cyclical sensitivity. The currency union

literature typically assumes that aggregate shocks to the full currency union can

be contained with monetary policy from the single central bank, and that the

key consideration for currency unions is whether they have large asymmetric

shocks or persistent levels of different unemployment rates. We show that within

the United States, there is also wide variation in how sensitive different regions

are to national shocks. This is not to suggest that the US would be better off

without a common currency. Rather, we are expanding on Obstfeld and Peri’s

(1998) work by pointing out—using the US as a benchmark as they did—that

in a world with persistent aggregate shocks (e.g. the slow recovery following the

global financial crisis) the fact that some regions are hit harder by aggregate

shocks can be an important consideration in currency union policies.

2 Changing regional adjustment in the United

States

The use of the United States as the baseline case of a smoothly functioning

currency union was in many ways consistent with pre-EMU data as seen in

influential work by Blanchard and Katz (1992, hereafter BK). Bound and Holzer

(1990) further find that mobility is important to understand responses to local

labor demand shocks in the 1980s. Importantly, they find that workers with

less education are less likely to move in response to a negative labor market

shock, a point that will be important later in our analysis.

Slowing or sluggish regional income convergence challenges the idea of smooth

regional adjustment prevailing within the United States. Berry and Glaeser

(2005) and Moretti (2011) note that regional income convergence had slowed

or stopped in the late 20th century, challenging the assumption that the U.S.

currency union could easily adjust to regional shocks. Looking across counties,

Diamond and Gaubert (2021) show that this appears to be driven by diver-

gence in incomes of residents at the top of the distribution, while local poverty

rates are converging. Austin, Glaeser, and Summers (2018) also establish this

cessation of economic convergence across regions and highlight the persistence

of differences in non-employment rates amongst prime age residents. Nunn,

Parsons, and Shambaugh (2018) create a general index of economic prosperity

and find surprisingly little mobility across counties from 1980 to 2016. Despite
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a wide range of shocks and changes in the U.S. economy over that time, by and

large, economically successful counties have remained such, and counties with a

lower score in the authors’ economic vitality index have continued to struggle.

The mechanisms for this persistent disparity are still a matter for debate,

but several recent studies demonstrate that migration is less quantitatively im-

portant as a channel for short- or long-term adjustments to local labor market

shocks than previously thought. Among those that focus on the US labor

market, Beyer and Smets (2015) expand the BK analysis and find much less

of a difference between the United States and Europe when looking at later

decades, due in part to less interstate migration in the US in response to shocks.

Greenaway-McGrevy and Hood (2016) find that shocks to local labor market

demand in the US are highly persistent. By controlling for this persistence,

they reveal that local job creation, not household out-migration, is the main

driver of regional adjustment. They show that this job-creation channel can

take more than 20 years.

Dao et al. (2017) also updated the BK approach, enriching it with both ac-

tual data on interstate migration and a Bartik instrumental variable (industry

employment shares). They find much slower adjustment since 1990, with overall

reduced labor mobility and regional adjustment to labor demand shocks. Amior

and Manning (2018) document the persistence of local (commuting-zone-level)

shocks that can exacerbate inequality across demographic groups and result in

dispersion in local unemployment rates. They find that college-educated work-

ers respond more elastically to local shocks through relocation, but that worker

characteristics are not sufficient to explain extremely slow observed adjustment

in local employment rates. Hershbein and Stuart (2022) also find persistent neg-

ative labor market effects at the local level following recessions in those places

hit hardest by the recession. As Greenaway-McGrevy and Hood (2016) put it,

“the implied levels of labor mobility for the US are much closer to those found in

other economies, such as Europe (Decressing and Fatas 1995), Australia (De-

belle and Vickery 1999) and New Zealand (Grimes et al 2009) (p.14).” The

United States appears to struggle with regional adjustment as well, suggesting

that even the baseline used in discussions of EMU had its own issues.

A key focus for policy is joblessness, and in particular unequal incidence

of joblessness across places. Amior and Manning (2018, drawing on BK) ar-

gue outright that employment rates can serve as a sufficient statistic for local

economic wellbeing. As a benchmark, Obstfeld and Peri (1998) examine the
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dispersion in unemployment rates across US states 1976-1995. We update that

series in Figure 1 below and add also the dispersion across counties over the

same period. Our standard deviations for the state series closely match their

earlier chart through 1995. Two stylized facts stand out. First, dispersion in un-

employment rates across counties is (unsurprisingly) considerably higher than

dispersion across states. Second, while the dispersion in both series varies dra-

matically over time, in 2010 reaching a level comparable to the relatively high

levels seen in the mid-1980s and early 1990s, it has not changed fundamentally

in its level.

Figure 1: Dispersion in State and County Unemployment Rates 1976-2018

Source: State unemployment rates from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics LAUS via FRED, County unemployment rates
directly from BLS LAUS, with series prior to 1990 received directly from BLS upon request. Standard deviations are the
authors’ calculations. Structural break occurs in LAUS data from 1990, so comparisons of levels of dispersion in county
unemployment rates before versus after 1990 should be made with caution.

A second key question for policy is how much shocks to labor demand affect

the local unemployment rate and how persistent these impacts are. In addition

to their detailed mobility analysis, BK had shown that unemployment rates in

U.S. states in 1985 were effectively uncorrelated with unemployment rates in

1975 (we recreate this in Figure 2 for 1976-86 below).
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Figure 2: Changes in State Unemployment Rates 1976-1986

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics LAUS via FRED, authors’ calculations.

Obstfeld and Peri (1998) recreate this figure for the subsequent decade and

find while there is some positive correlation, that correlation is still relatively

weak and much weaker than the correlations in Germany. While the rigorous

analysis of adjustment in BK has been updated in studies like Greenaway-

McGrevy and Hood (2016), Dao et al. (2017), and Amior and Manning (2018),

this core stylized fact has not been updated since. In addition, its implications

at the sub-state level remain under-explored, leaving many questions about the

characteristics of places left behind in the presence of regional non-adjustment

within a currency union.

Russ and Shambaugh (2019, in unpublished conference proceedings) ex-

plored these correlations further and document a steadily strengthening cor-

relation across time (see Figure 3 below). Unemployment rates in 1986 do have

some predictive power for those in 1996. For every one percentage point above

the national average in 1986, a state’s unemployment rate was likely to be 0.3

percentage points above the national average in 1996, and this alone could ex-

plain 24 percent of the variation in unemployment rates across states in 1996.
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The relationship is roughly similar over the following decade, though somewhat

stronger, and by 2006 to 2016, the outcomes are highly persistent. For every 1

percentage point above the national average in 2006, a state’s unemployment

rate is roughly 0.6 percentage points above the national average in 2016. Even

looking over three decades, it is still the case that higher unemployment rates

in 1986 map to higher unemployment rates in 2016. Levels of unemployment

rates at the state level have either become more persistent–a failure of regional

adjustment–or waves of shocks are hitting the same states over and over leaving

them with consistently higher unemployment rates.
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Figure 3: Changes in State Unemployment Rates 1986-2016

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics LAUS via FRED, authors’ calculations.
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One can instead look at county-level persistence in unemployment rates in

Figures 4a and 4b, so far relatively unexplored in the literature on regional

adjustment, but important given urban-rural and other variation across places

within states. There is a structural break in 1990 in the computational methods

for annual county-level unemployment data reported by the Bureau of Labor

Statistics, so we use data after that break. Counties with high unemployment

rates maintain persistently high unemployment rates over time, and again, the

later period (2006-2016) shows a much higher slope and R-squared than the

1996-2006 period, so persistence of unemployment rates across places such as

that documented by Amior and Manning (2018) appears to be growing.1

If resilience to regional shocks is a criterion, the functioning of the United

States labor market as a currency union no longer seems as successful. In

many ways this is an important extension of Obstfeld and Peri (1998). They

worried that commentators were too optimistic when they pointed at the United

States and regional adjustment. They warned that the pre-EMU adjustment

within European countries was a better guide to future EMU performance than

successful U.S. adjustment. Over time, though, even that U.S. adjustment

appears less successful.

One possible reason for the increasing persistence is declining labor mobility

across the United States. Dao et al (2017) find that the migratory response is

less important as an adjustment channel now than estimated for earlier decades,

leaving a large change in the unemployment rate after a local labor demand

shock. There are a number of reasons that have been advanced for the lower

mobility. Ganong and Shoag (2017) find that increasing land use restrictions

in top counties has limited inflows of people from less prosperous counties. A

different explanation–especially for the failure of people to move from weak

to strong counties–comes from Autor (2019), who shows that returns for less-

educated workers are no longer higher in urban locations than they are in rural

locations. This may mean that it is in fact not in the interests of a less-educated

worker to move towards a high-wage place, even if the average returns there

appear higher.

A big open question is whether persistence grew in a way that led to adverse

labor market outcomes accumulating in particular types of places. In this sec-

tion we look for characteristics of counties that may contribute to the growing

persistence in unemployment rates. It could be that increased persistence of

1Amior and Manning (2018) chart persistence by showing the correlation of employment rates across
commuting zones in 1980 versus 2010.
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Figure 4: County-Level Unemployment Rate 1996 v. 2006 (%)

(a) County-Level Unemployment Rate 1996 v. 2006 (%)

(b) County-level unemployment rate 2006 v. 2016 (%)

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics LAUS. See Data Appendix for more detail.
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unemployment at the local level–the failure of the American labor market to

smooth shocks–is tied to lower mobility of less-educated workers. This would fit

a number of results. Molloy et al (2016) show that mobility is lower for places

with a less-educated population. Autor (2019) found that urban wage premia

are lower for less-educated workers. Eriksson et al (2019) find that adverse

trade-related shocks to manufacturing industries increasingly have been con-

centrated in areas with the lowest percentage of high-school-educated workers

and that the China Shock left lighter scars on places with the most highly-

educated adult populations. Bloom et al (2019) also show that places with

more highly-educated workers were better able to pivot to non-manufacturing

industries in the face of competition from imported manufactures. All of these

results suggest that the increasing persistence may be focused in counties with

a lower level of educational attainment in the adult population.

At first glance, though, it does not appear that the increased persistence is

only taking place in regions with less-educated workers. Russ and Shambaugh

(2019) show that there is little difference in the slope or explanatory power

across places with high and low levels of education when comparing 1996 vs.

2016 unemployment rates. A crucial difference, though, is that places with more

educated populations had persistently low levels of unemployment while places

with a less educated population had persistently high levels of unemployment.

That is, the difference was not in the degree of persistence, but in the type of

outcome.

One way to see this persistence is to look at the share of counties in the

highest and lowest quintile of unemployment rates across the different educa-

tional subgroups. Figure 5 shows the shares in 1970, 1980, 1990, 1996, and

2016 for the different educational quintiles, with educational quintiles defined

using county-level data in 1970. In 1970, Figure 5a shows that places with high

and low levels of education have a similar likelihood of being in the “good”

economic state. They both have a roughly 1 in 5 chance of being in the lowest

quintile of unemployment rates. Over time, this shifts, such that by the 21st

century, places with high levels of education are far more likely to have the

best labor market outcomes relative to places with less education. In contrast,

Figure 5b illustrates that a large share of those counties with a high share of

adults without a high school degree (or low share of college graduates) are in

the high-unemployment quintile throughout the period, and places with high

levels of education become increasingly unlikely to face the worst labor market
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outcomes. Combined, the growing gap suggests that economic outcomes are far

more sorted by education now than they were in 1970 or 1980.

Russ and Shambaugh (2019) did not examine divisions by race and share of

manufacturing in the workforce–two variables noted as germane in studies of

adjustment to shocks in both the trade and labor literature. Given the patterns

in cyclicality noted by demographic group in Aaronson et al. (2019), we first

look at the evolution of unemployment rates over time among at the counties

where a large fraction of the population are Black. Figure 6a demonstrates

the likelihood of being in the lowest quintile of unemployment rates has fallen

steadily over time, such that now just 3 percent of counties with the highest

concentration of Black residents are in the lowest unemployment rate quintile–

as opposed to the expected 20 percent if unemployment rates were distributed

evenly by race. Conversely, Figure 6b shows that counties with the highest

concentration of Black residents have gone from roughly average odds of being

in the highest quintile of unemployment rates in 1970 to now 45 percent being

in the high-unemployment rate outcome.2 Clearly, over the last 50 years, unem-

ployment rate outcomes of counties have increasingly been stratified not only

by their educational make-up, but by their racial make-up. The deterioration of

unemployment rate outcomes for places with large Black populations in some

ways should be a surprise, since the ratio of Black to White unemployment

rates nationally is somewhat lower(∼1.8-2.0) today than it was in the early

1980s(∼2.4). At the same time, the trend is aligned with Derenoncourt, Kim,

Kuhn, and Schularick’s (2022) evidence that the racial wealth gap has widened

in the US since the 1980s.

Lastly, we look at the share of workers engaged in manufacturing in Figures

7a and 7b. Since 1980, places with the highest shares of manufacturing in

(1970) local employment have been unlikely to have low unemployment rates,

very much in contrast with places with the lowest shares of manufacturing

in local employment. There is no clear relationship between manufacturing

employment shares in 1970 and the tendency of some counties to persist within

the highest-unemployment quintile.

None of this is to suggest the United States is not an optimal currency

area. The gains from integration, both trade and financial, almost certainly

outweigh any costs, and the impracticality of running independent exchange

2When looking at counties by racial make-up, it is important to remember that a large share of counties
have very small Black populations, so being in the lowest quintile of percentage Black population is not
very different from the second quintile.
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Figure 5: Labor Market Outcomes in Counties, by Education Levels of Population in 1970

(a) Percentage of U.S. Counties in Bottom Quintile of Unemployment Rate 1970-2016

(b) Percentage of U.S. Counties in Top Quintile of Unemployment Rate 1970-2016

Source: Education levels by county in 1970 and unemployment rates in 1970 and 1980 from U.S. Bureau of the Census
County Data Books, via University of Michigan ICPSR 2896; unemployment rates by county 1990-2016 from U.S. Bureau of
the Census LAUS.
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Figure 6: Labor Market Outcomes in Counties, by Racial Composition of Population in
1970

(a) Percentage of U.S. Counties in Lowest Quintile of Unemployment Rate 1970-2016

(b) Percentage of U.S. Counties in Top Quintile of Unemployment Rate 1970-2016

Notes: Fraction of Black residents by county in 1970 and unemployment rates in 1970 and 1980 from U.S. Bureau of the
Census County Data Books, via University of Michigan ICPSR 2896; unemployment rates by county 1990-2016 from U.S.
Bureau of the Census LAUS.
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Figure 7: Labor Market Outcomes in Counties, by Fraction of Employment in Manufac-
turing Industries in 1970

(a) Percentage of U.S. Counties in Lowest Quintile of Unemployment Rate 1970-2016

(b) Percentage of U.S. Counties in Top Quintile of Unemployment Rate 1970-2016

Notes: Fraction of workers in manufacturing by county in 1970 and unemployment rates in 1970 and 1980 from U.S. Bureau
of the Census County Data Books, via University of Michigan ICPSR 2896; unemployment rates by county 1990-2016 from
U.S. Bureau of the Census LAUS.
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rates or monetary policy for a region the size of a US county that is integrated

into a larger area means these points about regional gaps are not suggesting

a different currency arrangement would be optimal. Rather, this literature

and analysis shows the challenges that even a highly integrated market like the

United States can face with persistent gaps in economic outcomes across places.

Furthermore, as those gaps have become more persistent, places that have lower

levels of education and a higher share of Black residents have increasingly faced

worse labor market outcomes. In the next two sections we consider both these

level-differences and corresponding local cyclical sensitivity.

3 Structural divergence in county-level unem-

ployment rates

Obstfeld and Peri (1998) look at the gap between local unemployment and a

national benchmark across areas within countries, using persistence in these

gaps over time to illustrate persistent dispersion in unemployment rates rooted

in structural factors. If one defines “adjustment” after a positive or negative

shock as bouncing back to the national benchmark, then persistent dispersion is

an indicator of what they label fiscal non-adjustment–a condition that tempo-

rary fiscal stimulus after an adverse shock will not remedy. Regressing the gap

for any area i at time t on the constant (one) yields a measure of this structural

dispersion in mean unemployment rates similar to Obstfeld and Peri’s (1998)

exercise:

URi,t − URbenchmark,t = αi + εi,t (1)

We consider heterogeneity in α a measure of structural dispersion. Estimates

of this mean unemployment rate by group do not control for business cycles or

any characteristics of the local labor market.

3.1 Data

Rather than look at states and provinces as in Obstfeld and Peri (1998), we

note recent lessons in the local nature of labor market shocks from trade and

regional studies and instead examine counties. We use BLS LAUS data, rather

than CPS microdata, to get county-level detail. Some place-specific information

is available in CPS microdata, but the vast majority of CPS observations for in-

dividual respondents do not identify the county of the respondent. In addition,
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counties dropped from the CPS sample when doing county-level regressions are

not random, but vary by county characteristics. Therefore, we use the BLS

LAUS data to allow for maximum county coverage, since differential employ-

ment outcomes across sub-state regions are of central interest in our analysis.

We begin the sample period in 1990, to avoid confounding a large structural

break occurs in the BLS LAUS methodology with fundamental dispersion in

estimated coefficients. We use the median county-level unemployment rate in

period t as our benchmark.

3.2 Persistent disparity and county characteristics

We estimate a vector containing 3,123 estimates of αi, one for each county in our

sample. The mean point estimate demonstrates an average gap of 0.53 percent-

age points from the median county unemployment rate across the sample, with

a minimum gap of -3.73 showing a county that outperforms the median county

unemployment rate by 3.73 percentage points on average, and a maximum gap

of 17.593–a county which experiences an unemployment rate that is on average

more than 17 percentage points higher than the median US county. The stan-

dard deviation is much smaller, 2.613, but nonetheless indicates considerable

persistent dispersion in unemployment rates across counties.3

Figure 8 shows that these measures of persistent dispersion in county-level

unemployment rates are also geographically disperse. Unemployment rates that

on average sit substantially higher than the median US county between 1990

and 2018 across certain counties in the Appalachian regions of West Virginia

and Kentucky; across Mississippi, Alabama, and parts of Louisianna, Texas,

and Arkasas; along California’s Central Valley; and in the eastern regions of

Oregon. Other counties, especially in the mid-Atlantic, enclaves in the North-

east, and across much of the northern and central Great Plains, tend to have

lower unemployment rates than the median county.

What characteristics of counties correlate with this dispersion in labor mar-

ket outcomes? We take the 3,123 individual county-level αi’s generated above

and regress them on a range of county characteristics from the U.S. Bureau

of the Census 1994 County Data Book, made available in digital format by

the Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research, part of the

University of Michigan’s Institute for Social Research. Summary Statistics are

presented in Appendix A, Table A.2. We use county characteristics in 1990,

3Full summary statistics for the αi’s are in the first row of A.1.
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Figure 8: Average gap between county unemployment rate and median county unemploy-
ment rate, 1990-2018

Notes: Unemployment rates by county 1990-2018 from U.S. Bureau of the Census LAUS. Estimates of αi from Eq.(1).

the beginning of our time series, to avoid confounding factors. Table 1 shows

the core results.

We first run simple univariate regressions using two measures of education

(percent of the population with less than a high school degree and percent

with a college degree) as well as the share of the population which is Black

and the share of employment in manufacturing. We fix the county character-

istics to 1990 values to avoid confounding any demographic shifts generated

by economic shocks with our measure of cyclicality. Each variable on it own

yields a coefficient that is highly statistically significantly different from zero,

except percentage of population which is Black. The magnitudes are expressed

as standardized coefficients. A one standard deviation difference in the share

of the population with less than a high school degree is equivalent to a ten

percentage point gap. Column (1) therefore shows that counties that have a

ten-percentage-point higher share of population with less than a high school

degree have a persistently higher unemployment rate, of magnitude 0.51 per-

centage points, relative to the median county unemployment rate. Conversely,
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Table 1: Correlation of the average county-level unemployment gap with county character-
istics

Dependent variable: αi

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

noHSdegPct1990 0.509∗∗∗ 0.461∗∗∗ 0.215∗∗ 0.418∗∗∗

(0.00956) (0.0162) (0.0158) (0.0147)

COLgradPct1990 -0.358∗∗∗ -0.017 -0.140∗ 0.042
(0.0109) (0.0215) (0.0172) (0.0166)

BlackPct1990 0.033 0.063∗∗∗ 0.067∗∗ 0.021
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

PctEmpinMfg1990 0.281∗∗∗ 0.111 0.189∗∗∗ 0.103∗

(0.0121) (0.0135) (0.0109) (0.0010)

PctEmpinPubAdm1990 0.097∗∗ 0.079∗

(0.0255) (0.0250)

PopPerSqMile1990 -0.023 0.028
(0.0000) (0.0000)

MedHomeValue1990 0.455∗∗∗ 0.068
(0.0000) (0.0000)

MedHHMoneyInc1990 -0.433∗∗∗ -0.326∗∗∗

(0.0000) (0.0000)

SavingsDepPerCap1990 -0.236∗∗∗ -0.122∗

(0.0226) (0.0202)

N 3123 3123 3123 3123 3123 3099 3098
R2 0.259 0.128 0.001 0.079 0.274 0.412 0.617

Notes: In any year t, the county-level unemployment gap is the county’s unemployment rate
minus the median county unemployment rate in that year. The dependent variable is the average
county-level gap over the sample period (1990-2018) for each county. Clustering by state. County
characteristics from US Bureau of the Census 1994 County Data Book (ICPSR DS80). See Data
Appendix for detail. Standard errors in parentheses.
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a six-and-a-half percentage point increase in the share of the population with a

Bachelor’s degree is associated with 0.36 percentage point lower gap (Column

(2)). A ten-percentage point higher share of employment in manufacturing is

associated with roughly a one quarter percentage point higher gap (Column

(4)).

When all four variables are combined, only the share of a county’s popu-

lation without a high school degree and the share of the population which is

Black are significant. When adding a range of controls for county income and

wealth, higher household income and savings are associated with lower average

levels of unemployment, though median house value is positively correlated.

After adding these variables, the education variables, race, and percentage of

employment in manufacturing retain significance. Inclusion of state fixed effects

in Column (7) absorbs effects associated with residents’ college education and

race, suggesting that state policy or loss of degrees of freedom may drown out

these associations. The correlations of both the fraction of the population with

no high school degree and the manufacturing employment share with the county

unemployment gap retain significance even with state fixed effects. Thus, these

two associations are particularly robust, though the magnitudes change (to 0.42

percentage point and 0.10 percentage point, respectively).

In summary, we demonstrate that some US counties have persistently worse

or better employment outcomes than others, with patterns significantly cor-

related with county demographic characteristics like high school completion,

the manufacturing employment share, and race. Higher incomes, savings, and

public sector jobs may have cushioned some areas against adverse outcomes,

but including these controls is not enough in our regressions to eliminate the

significance of these correlations.

4 Regional Cyclical Sensitivity

From this point, we extend the literature on currency unions to consider not

just adjustment (or non-adjustment) to asymmetric shocks, but also asymmetric

reactions to symmetric shocks as they hit. Here, we use as a departure point the

literature examining the cyclical sensitivity of employment of different groups

across the United States and turn those same tools to consider asymmetry in

the cyclical sensitivity of regions conditional on the mean gaps. Even when

shocks hit the entire monetary union, if some regions experience far more pain,
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the optimal response from the perspective of different regions may diverge. In

addition, in a world where macroeconomic policy is not always able to swiftly

combat recessions, lingering simultaneous downturns can generate persistent

pain in regions that are more cyclically sensitive.

4.1 Existing literature

We draw on a number of different literatures to augment the analysis of the

average local unemployment rates that were Obstfeld and Peri’s (1998) focus.

There is some prior and later work on regional cyclical sensitivity. This work–

mostly based on the European experience–is largely focused on questions of

time series estimation techniques and stationarity concerns. For example, By-

ers (1990) worries that early literature which often focuses on regressions of

the levels of regional unemployment rates on the national rate may suffer from

spurious regressions and explores some of the then-newer time series techniques

to overcome these issues. Howland (1984) showed the importance of industry

mix. Beyer and Smets (2015) allow for heterogeneous local responses to na-

tional shocks when they estimate the dynamics of (asymmetric) local shocks,

but leave examination and analysis of this heterogeneity for future research.

A more recent example of this literature is from Almeida et al (2020), who

use a dynamic spatial econometric model with common factors to test regional

cyclical sensitivity in Spain. They find that some regions are more sensitive

than others to the economic cycle, but at least in Spain, there is a geograph-

ical pattern. The most sensitive regions are not necessarily regions with high

unemployment to begin with, but rather those close to the Mediterranean.

Here, we focus on the characteristics of local labor markets that exhibit more

or less cyclical sensitivity. To this end, we draw on the important literature doc-

umenting the differing cyclical sensitivity of groups of workers, stretching back

to Okun (1973) and Freeman (1972). Okun (1973) begins with his famous

calculation that output falls more than one-for-one as the unemployment rate

rises. He notes part of this is attributable to a composition effect–more people

drop out of the labor force when unemployment rises, so employment falls more

than unemployment increases–but also because workers with higher levels of

education or training accept lower-productivity positions to maintain their own

employment during a downturn. In this paper, he then notes this implies that

workers at the margin will suffer more in a recession and retrace those losses

faster in a boom. Freeman (1972) narrowed in on the experience of Black work-
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ers. He documented the improved position of Black workers from World War

II to 1970, but notes the fact that employment of Black workers is more sensi-

tive to national economic fluctuations than the employment of White workers.

Other contributions that find marginalized workers suffer more in recessions or

thrive more in booms include Hoynes (2000), Holzer et al (2006), and Modes-

tino et al (2016). See also Freeman (2011) for a more recent consideration of

changes in the Black-White unemployment gap.

A recent contribution in this literature is Aaronson et al (2019), which

demonstrates that both of these findings reflective of special challenges afflict-

ing Black workers still hold. They document clear evidence Black workers (and

to a lesser extent Hispanic workers) have greater cyclical sensitivity in their

unemployment rates, in addition to workers with less education. They further

test whether these workers benefit even more in a particularly hot economy,

though their evidence there is less clear. A comment on this paper by Wolfers

(2019) uses microdata to further elucidate these findings and link them in a

multivariate setting.

In this literature on cyclical sensitivity broken down by worker character-

istics, the basic methodological setup is a regression of the gap in the unem-

ployment rate between a group g at time t and some other group used as a

benchmark on a measure of the business cycle:

URg,t − URbenchmark,t = αg + βg(UGAPt) + εg,t (2)

For example, a commonly estimated gap is the Black-White unemployment

gap and which is then regressed on a measure of the business cycle (UGAP , typ-

ically the gap between the national unemployment rate and the CBO measure

of the long run unemployment rate). A focus on gaps helps remove concerns

around long-run trends and stationarity that have played a major role in some

prior examinations of regional cyclical sensitivity discussed above.

4.2 Data

To provide context for our county-level analysis, we recreate the (national)

Aaronson et al (2019) regressions using Eq.(2) and data from the U.S. Bureau

of Labor Statistics,4 here with the sample period 1976Q1-2019Q4 for black-

4Data for black male and white male (series LNS14000007 and LNS14000004) unemployment rates
downloaded directly from Labor Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey. BLS data on unem-
ployment rates for overall black and overall white and by educational group downloaded via Federal Re-
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white gaps, and 1992Q1-2019Q4 for education gaps due to a shorter series for

measures of education.

4.3 Cyclicality by demographic group

Table A.1 shows that the coefficient βg in Eq.(2) for the gap between unemploy-

ment rates of Black versus White men is 0.9. For the overall Black-White gap,

it is 0.7. In such a formulation, a βg of zero means the two groups’ unemploy-

ment rates move up and down together when the economy overall has a rising

or falling unemployment rate. That is, there is no change in the gap between

groups as the national unemployment rises or falls. A β-coefficient of nearly 1

for the Black-White unemployment rate gap means that the Black unemploy-

ment rate rises a full point more than the White rate whenever the economy

overall has an unemployment rate that rises 1 point above the CBO long run

rate. The constant (α) in the regression shows the base level of unemployment

for the groups. The βg-coefficient for the gap between workers with a less than

a high school degree versus those with a college degree generate a β-coefficient

of 1.0 while those with a high school degree have a β of 0.6, closing the gap

somewhat.

The constant (αg) in the Black-White regressions is 6, indicating a Black-

White unemployment gap of 6 percentage points on average when the economy

is overall at the CBO long run rate. It is somewhat higher than the constant

for the gap between workers without a high school degree versus those with a

Bachelor’s degree, though the differences are not statistically distinguishable.

5 Local cyclical sensitivity to national shocks

To gauge the extent of variation in cyclical sensitivity across places in the

United States, we apply the tools from Aaronson et al. (2019) to examine the

responsiveness of county unemployment rates to the national business cycle. We

specify our regression to gauge cyclicality by county instead of by demographic

group, modifying Eq.(2):

URi,t − URbenchmark,t = αi + βi(UGAPt) + εi,t. (3)

serve Economic Data database (LNS14000003, LNS14000006, LNS14027659, LNS14027660, LNS14027689,
LNS14027662), as were the series for the natural rate of unemployment and national unemployment rate
(series names NROU and UNRATE).
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5.1 County-level average unemployment and cyclicality

We use the same county-level data as described in Subsection 3.1, again using

the median county unemployment rate in any period t as the national bench-

mark for the county-level gap. We then regress the gap between each county’s

unemployment rate and the median county’s unemployment rate on UGAP ,

where UGAP is the same as in Subsection 4.2. Thus, for counties with un-

employment rates that move in step with the median, the coefficient would be

zero. For some counties, the unemployment rate may rise less than the me-

dian county during a recession, and they would generate a negative βi. More

cyclically sensitive counties would have a βi above zero.

As seen in Figure 9, the average βi coefficient for counties in the top decile

is 0.69, meaning when the unemployment rate rises by one percentage point

nationally, their unemployment rate rises by 1.7 percentage points relative to

the median county. For the lowest decile, the average beta is -0.71, meaning

that when the national unemployment rate rises, theirs rises by substantially

less than for the median county. There are ten counties with a βi below negative

1, implying their unemployment rate actually falls relative to the median when

the national rate rises by one. Conversely, 23 counties have a βi coefficient

greater than 1, implying their unemployment rate rises (and falls) at more than

twice the pace of the national unemployment rate gap. To be clear, this is

not simply saying in a given recession some places fare worse than others, it is

saying that systematically over the three decades leading up to the pandemic,

some places have exhibited substantially elevated cyclical sensitivity: they face

more pain in recessions.

The top quintile of sensitivity has an average βi of 0.54 while the bottom

quintile has an average βi of -0.61. The gap between the two of 1.1 means that

the 20 percent most cyclically sensitive counties in the United States relative to

the least sensitive see their unemployment rates move with the business cycle

by even more than the Black-White gap or High School-College gap.5 This is

in no way intended to minimize the importance of those other gaps, but stands

to show the quantitative relevance of the differing regional cyclical sensitivity.

In a comment on Aaronson et al (2019), Wolfers (2019) noted that when

looking at groups, those with elevated cyclical sensitivity also had higher base-

5If contrasting the top quintile to bottom seems an inappropriate comparison for the Black White gap
which compares a 1% population to a majority population, one could contrast the top quintile (0.54) to
the bottom half of counties (-0.38) and still find a gap on par with the Black White gap.
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Figure 9: Mean cyclical sensitivity of county unemployment rate gaps (βi) by decile of βi,
1990-2018

Notes: Unemployment rates by county 1990-2018 from U.S. Bureau of the Census LAUS; betas obtained from regressions
of county unemployment rate minus median county unemployment rate on the national unemployment rate minus the CBO
measure of the long run unemployment rate, then sorted into deciles with the average across the betas in each decile reported
here.

line levels of unemployment rates. That is, αi and βi were correlated in the

above equation. Looking across 4 racial categories, 4 education categories, and

4 age categories, all groups with higher βg also had higher αg. There were no

groups in the off diagonal squares of a 2 by 2 grid.

We repeat the exercise with counties and find there is an upward sloping

relationship, but it is rather noisy (shown in Figure 10). For the case of counties,

it is true that on average, those with higher average unemployment rates (higher

αi) over the sample period are also more cyclically sensitive (higher βi), but

there are many cases that do not fit the pattern. A large number of counties

have negative βi (they are less cyclically sensitive than the median county) but

have αi above zero, indicating higher-than-median steady state unemployment.6

6One might also ask whether counties with higher unemployment rates or higher cyclical sensitivity re-
cover more slowly. Many studies computing half-lives in macroeconomics use quarterly or higher-frequency
data. Our data are annual and we have only 29 periods, so we can get only a very rough estimate at best.
We compute a half-life using the formula Hi = ln(0.5)

ln ρ , where ρ is the coefficient when regressing the local
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Figure 10: Average (αi) versus cyclicality (βi) of the county-level unemployment gap, 1990-
2018

Notes: In any year t, the county-level unemployment gap is the county’s unemployment rate minus
the median county unemployment rate. Cyclicality of the county-level unemployment gap is the
sensitivity of the county unemployment gap to the national unemployment gap, measured using
Eq.(3), with the intercept being the conditional average unemployment rate.

In many ways the αi’s represent the prior concern of the literature. These

are areas with persistently higher unemployment rates than the typical county.

As documented above, the level differences across U.S. states and counties are

growing. The βi’s represent a new concern in the monetary union literature.

Places with a higher βi experience wider swings in the unemployment rate when

the national economy has ups and downs. These are places most hurt by reces-

sions and likely to suffer the most from slow recoveries. In fact, Figure 11 shows

that labor markets with higher cyclical sensitivity concentrated in the western

unemployment rate on its lag, ρas in Taylor (2001). A bar chart of average half-life by decile is included in
the Appendix and shows considerable heterogeneity in the half-life across counties, indicating dispersion in
the rates of recovery from shocks. The mean is 3.25 years, with a standard deviation of 1.51, a minimum
of 0.28 and a maximum of 15.18. We see some slight positive correlation of the half-life with αi and βi, but
with very little explanatory power. Explanatory power is greater (R-squared=11.9%) for Factor 1 from
the PCA analysis below.
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portion of the Manufacturing Belt, southern Ohio River Valley, southern Ap-

palachians, and California’s Central Valley. In contrast, the Northeast region

and the West’s coastal cities are somewhat less subject to vicissitudes amid

national shocks. In some areas, like West Virginia, along the southern bor-

der of Texas, and along the southern half of the Mississippi River, low cyclical

sensitivity (βi) coincides with persistently high unemployment rates (αi).

Figure 11: Sensitivity of gap between county unemployment rate and median county un-
employment rate to national unemployment gap, 1990-2018

Notes: Unemployment rates by county 1990-2018 from U.S. Bureau of the Census LAUS. National unemployment gap is the
national unemployment rate minus the CBO measure of the long run unemployment rate, both from FRED. Estimates of βi
from Eq.(3).

We take the βi’s and regress them on county demographic and other char-

acteristics, motivated by stylized facts on the importance of these variables for

cyclical sensitivity discussed above. Results are in Table 2. Unlike for the

average level of unemployment by county (the αi’s), the cyclical sensitivity of

counties does not seem to be associated with levels of education. The share

of the population without a high school degree is not correlated with cyclical

sensitivity, and in most specifications, the share with a college degree is not

either.

In contrast, the share of the population that is Black is consistently associ-
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Table 2: Correlation of cyclicality βi of county-level unemployment gap with county char-
acteristics

Dependent variable: βi

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

noHSdegPct1990 0.185 0.066 0.023 -0.117
(0.0041) (0.0040) (0.0042) (0.0028)

COLgradPct1990 -0.099 0.118 -0.094 -0.069∗

(0.0032) (0.0037) (0.0036) (0.0020)

BlackPct1990 0.086∗∗ 0.080∗∗∗ 0.086∗∗ 0.038∗∗

(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0000)

PctEmpinMfg1990 0.550∗∗∗ 0.567∗∗∗ 0.532∗∗∗ 0.288∗∗∗

(0.0027) (0.0028) (0.0028) (0.0016)

PctEmpinPubAdm1990 0.047 -0.015
(0.0036) (0.0029)

PopPerSqMile1990 -0.077∗∗ -0.022
(0.0000) (0.0000)

MedHomeValue1990 0.366∗∗∗ 0.118
(0.0000) (0.0000)

MedHHMoneyInc1990 -0.050 -0.097
(0.0000) (0.0000)

SavingsDepPerCap1990 -0.119∗∗ -0.031
(0.0033) (0.0020)

N 3123 3123 3123 3123 3123 3099 3098
R2 0.034 0.010 0.007 0.302 0.319 0.393 0.705

Notes: In any year t, the county-level unemployment gap is the county’s unemployment rate
minus the median county unemployment rate in that year. Cyclicality is the coefficient βi for each
county estimated from Eq.(3). Clustering by state. County characteristics from US Bureau of the
Census 1994 County Data Book (ICPSR DS80). See Data Appendix for detail. Standard errors
in parentheses.
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ated with greater county-level cyclical sensitivity. The share of the population

working in manufacturing is also consistently associated with greater sensitivity.

In the bivariate regression, a county with a ten-percentage-point higher share

of Black residents exhibits roughly 0.1 percentage point more cyclical sensitiv-

ity to the national unemployment gap. Counties with a ten-percentage-point

larger share of employment in manufacturing exhibit extra sensitivity on the

order of 0.5 percentage point. This latter finding may not be surprising as it is

not uncommon for recessions to hit durable goods more strongly or generally to

hit manufacturing industries more strongly. But, it does highlight that places

with different employment shares will face different outcomes across the country

because the share of the population that is Black and the share of workers in

manufacturing are associated with a higher αi and higher βi. This means these

counties have persistently higher levels of unemployment and they face ampli-

fied cyclical shocks. So, they start with more unemployment, and then face a

greater increase in unemployment during a recession, suggesting the localized

damages from recessions could be quite high for them.

While the finding that a larger Black population is associated with greater

cyclical sensitivity directly maps to the group-level differences, it is interesting

that this is not the case for the share of workers without a high school degree.

Furthermore, if shocks were equally distributed across counties, (say a shock

requiring 4 percent of the population to lose its job) and Black workers were

fired disproportionately, that would lead to group differences, but not a differ-

ence in the unemployment rate based on the racial make-up of counties. There

is something broader where Black communities suffer more in downturns. The

finding regarding counties with higher shares of Black individuals in the popu-

lation opens an important aspect of the experience of Black workers in the U.S.

economy. It is not simply that individual Black workers face discrimination,

but Black communities in aggregate fare worse in recessions.

There are a number of possible reasons for this that extend beyond the

scope of this paper. Hardy, Logan, and Parmon (2018) discuss a range of

factors in how racial inequality combined with racial segregation can gener-

ate regional economic inequality. Lower levels of wealth in Black communities

(Derenoncourt et al 2022) may leave Black communities more vulnerable to

income shocks, leading to larger cuts in local consumption and hence larger

employment shocks. In addition, differential access to the social safety net (see

for example Hardy et al 2019) may mean Black communities have less income
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support in recessions, causing more employment losses as people cut back con-

sumption. See also Hyclack and Stewart (1995) for a discussion of differential

impacts of shocks. These systemic impacts fall outside the scope of this paper,

but are an important consideration for why certain types of communities are

more cyclically sensitive.

5.2 A closer look at national shocks

One may worry that the national shocks we use are simply the aggregation of

regional shocks. That is, they may not be hitting across the country, but just

in large enough subsets of places that the national average rises. Rather than

use the overall national average, one could use factor analysis to try to isolate

shocks that truly are hitting a wide swath of counties, as suggested by Beyer

and Smets (2015) for US states.

Therefore, instead of using only UGAP, we also construct common factors

affecting US counties using principal component analysis (PCA). One advan-

tage of this technique is it allows for multiple national factors. We standardize

the county-level unemployment rate time-series, and extract two principal com-

ponents as represented in Eq.(4):

ut = λ1f1t + λ2f2t + νt (4)

where urt is an I × 1 vector of (standardized) county level unemployment rates

at time t (the years 1990 through 2019) with I the number of counties. λ1 and

λ2 are I × 1 vectors of county-level factor loadings on the first (f1t) and the

second (f2t) common (national) factors, respectively, and νt is an I × 1 vector

of residuals.7

We find that the first two factors explain over 50 percent of variation ob-

served in our panel of county unemployment rates. No other factor explains

more than 10 percent, so we focus on these two factors. Figure A.1 plots the

percentage of variance explained by each of the ten extracted factors. We plot

the two principal factors in Figure 12, along with the national unemployment

rate as well as the CBO-based unemployment gap. The first factor closely re-

sembles the UGAP measure (or for that matter, the raw unemployment rate)

7Specifically, we combine the ut vectors into a T ×I matrix we call U , with T the number of years in our
sample and I the number of counties. We then extract the principal components as described by Canova
and Ferroni (2021). We use their toolkit to implement the PCA in Matlab, computing the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of U ′U , then computing the factors as the first 10 eigenvectors multiplied by U .
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and accounts for more than one quarter of variation in county unemployment

rates.

Reassuringly, the UGAP measure is strikingly similar to the first PCA fac-

tor, and hence its interpretation as a national shock is plausible. The correlation

of UGAP with the first and second PCA factors are 0.88 and 0.40, respectively.

The correlation between the βi coefficients noted above and the factor loadings

on the first PCA factor is 0.88. While we imported the technique from Aaron-

son et al.’s (2019) group-level regressions at the national level, it seems it is

appropriate for regional-level analysis as well.

Finally, in Figure 13 we show how the R-squared from the county-level

regressions (e.g. which counties’ variation in the county-level unemployment

gap can be well described by UGAP ) map to the variance explained by factors

1 and 2. Given the similarity of UGAP and the first factor, it may not be

surprising that the places whose variance is well-explained by UGAP also have

a high share of variance explained by the first factor (with a correlation of 0.66).

The comparison of the R-squared with the variance explained by second factor

highlights that there are counties that have a big response to the second factor,

but do not respond to the national unemployment rate.

The second national factor generates different patterns relative to those doc-

umented for UGAP based on Eq. (3). The correlation between loadings on the

second factor (λ2i) and the βi coefficient from Eq. (3) is 0.31–substantial, but

much lower than for the first factor. Table A.4 shows that in contrast to find-

ings for βi’s in Table 2 and λi’s in Table A.3, unemployment rates in counties

with more college-educated adults as a share of the population rise and fall

less with the second factor. Counties with a higher median home value have

amplified sensitivity, while higher median household cash income and savings

buffer against factor-2 shocks.

On net, the principal component analysis seems to support the regression

analysis above, but adds a new dimension. There does appear to be a second

non-trivial nationwide factor. This factor is not identical to the simple national

unemployment rate or UGAP . And, the types of counties most affected by this

factor are somewhat different from the overall national factor. While education

and race are associated with persistent gaps in county unemployment levels (as

manifest in dispersion across αi), race and share of manufacturing are the most

important factors when considering the cyclical sensitivity to both UGAP and

the first factor. In contrast, education and levels of cash income and savings in
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Figure 12: Principal components of county-level unemployment gaps versus the national
unemployment gap

(a) First PCA factor and the National Unemployment Gap

(b) Second PCA factor and the National Unemployment Gap

(c) PCA Factor 1 vs PCA Factor 2

Notes: County-level R-sq on the horizontal axes are from estimation of Eq.(3). Variance
explained by PCA Factors 1 and 2 are from the process specified in the discussion of
Equation (4).
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Figure 13: Correlation between how well UGAP versus principal components 1 and 2
explain county-level unemployment gaps

Notes: County-level R-sq on x-axes is from estimation of Eqs.(3). Variance explained by
Factors 1 and 2 on each y-axis is from Equation (4).
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the county are associated with cyclical sensitivity to this second factor–though

the direction of the relationship with education requires additional exploration.

In addition, while the correlation between the first factor and UGAP is quite

high, a glance at Figure 13 suggests that this correlation is higher after 2000

than it is 1990-2000, and in fact this is true.8 This combined with the fact that

Factor 2 is less correlated with UGAP than Factor 1 suggests that phenomena

driving cyclical fluctuations in a set of counties with higher loadings on Factor

2 are in some sense distinct from those driving the national unemployment rate,

and that distinction may have grown around the year 2000.

While the factor extraction is by its nature an abstract exercise, we can con-

duct two analyses to examine this distinction. First, we regress our county factor

loadings on county αi, our Obstfeld-Peri-inspired measure of non-adjustment.

The coefficients (αi) estimated from Equation (3) are positively correlated with

the factor loading λ2i. Regressing λ2i on αi yields an R-squared of 0.4. These

αi measures of non-adjustment are not highly correlated with λ1i. Thus, it

appears that the second factor may represent a national shock associated with

more persistent adverse impacts on vulnerable local labor markets.

Second, the increased correlation of the first factor with UGAP after 2000

suggests some shift may have occurred around that time in the relative sen-

sitivity of counties to Factor 1, or UGAP . Given recent research related to

the persistence of the China shock by Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2022), it is

natural to examine whether this has any correlation with county-level exposure

to the China shock or, as Eriksson et al. (2021) show, the product cycle as it

manifests from North to South within the United States. With this in mind,

we regress the factor loadings on measures of the county-level exposure to the

China shock. We report the results in Appendix Tables A.5 through A.8.

Table A.5 shows that counties’ level of exposure to the China shock by

itself is significantly correlated with increased sensitivity to the first national

factor (which tracks UGAP most closely). However it’s explanatory power is

completely absorbed by education, race, and manufacturing. As in Table A.3,

education variables again have no robust correlation with the first factor when

we include the China shock measure. Accounting for China shock exposure

does not eliminate the positive and significant correlation of Factor 1 with the

fraction of Black residents or the share of county employment in manufacturing.

Table A.6 shows that exposure to the China shock by itself has no clear

8Specifically, correlation between the first factor and UGAP increases from 0.72 1990-2000 to 0.96
2000-2018.
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correlation with counties’ sensitivity to the Factor 2, either, with the exception

of those least exposed. The least exposed quintile of counties are less cyclically

sensitive to Factor 2, though this indicator variable appears to have low ex-

planatory power– an R-squared of only 0.017 when included by itself. Eriksson

et al. (2021) show that some counties with the lowest exposures were among

those with lowest concentration of these industries as far back as 1910, with

exposure rising until the late 1970s, even after the counties where the indus-

tries had spawned were shedding them. They are associated with a low level

of market access in 1890 as measured by Donaldson and Hornbeck (2016) and

eventually took on these industries late in their product cycle. These results

suggest that the differences between counties sensitive to Factor 2 but not Fac-

tor 1 observed in Figure 13 may be related to technological capacity and how

connected these places historically have been to other markets.

We can examine product cycle effects more closely. Eriksson et al. (2021)

show that observing which areas between 1960 and 1980 shifted employment to-

ward versus away from the industries that would be hit by the surge in Chinese

imports in 1990 can explain some of the adverse impacts on local employment

rates between 1991 and 2007. That paper finds a “moving out” effect: places

where China shock industries already had been moving out between 1960 and

1980–decades before the China shock began–saw additional bumps in both un-

employment and detachment from the labor force. Here, we see in Table A.7

that places where China shock industries were moving out 1960 to 1980 appear

more sensitive to Factor 1 even when including measures of county education,

race, and manufacturing employment shares, though including additional con-

trols absorbs this explanatory power.

In contrast, Table A.8 suggests that counties where China shock industries

were moving in 1960-1980 are more cyclically sensitive to Factor 2. Again, the

explanatory power as manifest by the R-squared in column 2 is rather low, only

half of a percent. But the contrast is striking. Eriksson et al. (2021) show

that these places tend to have been historically less connected to large markets,

have less innovative capacity, have residents with lower levels of education, and

were areas with already more vulnerable labor markets prior to when the shock

hit in 1990. Here, we see that they also appear more subject to a broad shock

that is separate from what economists generally use to gauge the health of the

national labor market– the national unemployment gap. Recall that sensitivity

to Factor 2 is heavily associated with non-adjustment. Interestingly, having a
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higher fraction of college-educated workers buffers counties against fluctuations

in Factor 2. There appears to be something structurally different about places

cyclically sensitive to the second national factor that is not captured in manu-

facturing shares but—based on their position in the US manufacturing product

cycle and the buffering influence of college education—likely relates to their

positioning relative to the secular path of innovation and the skill-set of local

workers.

6 Summary and Discussion

Maury Obstfeld’s work changed the face of international macroeconomics. His

contributions to both theory and empirical results are among the most influen-

tial and most cited works in the last half century in the field. At the same time,

he has made important contributions to practical questions in the field (as well

as taking turns as a policymaker himself). In this paper, we have extended

Obstfeld’s pre-EMU work to consider both new information about the United

States labor market and extended the optimal currency union literature more

broadly by considering regional cyclical sensitivity.

Different regions of the United States have had increasingly persistent dif-

ferences in unemployment outcomes, and these differences tend to map to dif-

ferences in education and race in the counties in question. Places with workers

with less education and where Black residents make up a higher share of the

population have had persistently worse outcomes, and on a relative basis, those

gaps appear larger today than in the past. Shocks within the U.S. monetary

union do not fade as quickly as they once appeared to do, serving as a cau-

tionary tale for other more newly - and perhaps less well-fitting - monetary

unions.

At the same time, different types of places have experienced more cyclical

sensitivity. Rising and falling faster with the national unemployment rate. Race

and industrial structure appear to be two important considerations for cyclical

sensitivity, especially to the national shock largely embodied in fluctuations in

the national unemployment gap. This raises important questions about both

challenges faced by not just Black individuals in the labor market but by Black

communities more broadly, and highlighting the differential impact of recessions

across the geography of industrial structure.

We also show the existence of a second source of national fluctuations, sepa-
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rate from those largely embodied within the national unemployment gap. This

factor is highly correlated with Obstfeld and Peri-style non-adjustment as man-

ifest in higher average county unemployment relative to the median. We show

that the phenomenon where production moves from innovative centers to places

with lower-cost labor known as the product cycle may also help reveal which

places are more sensitive to this factor versus more sensitive to Factor 1 and the

national unemployment gap. Places that absorbed manufacturing activity late

in the product cycle as manifest by increasing exposure between 1960 and 1980

to an import surge from a large low-wage country (China) that eventually hit

in 1990 appear somewhat more cyclically sensitive to this secondary national

factor.9 Having a higher share of college-educated workers dampens sensitiv-

ity to this more pernicious shock. The association with non-adjustment and

distinction from the drivers of sensitivity to the national unemployment gap

suggests that the relationship of a place to the path of technological innovation

and the skill-set of its workers suggests that this source of cyclicality is related

as much to long-term structural factors as to fluctuations in disposable income

that can be remedied by fiscal or monetary stimulus.

These results, therefore, push us to broaden the range of policies to consider

in discussions of optimum currency areas from the industrial to the structural,

given this insight into risk factors for sensitivity to a type of pernicious shock

correlated with non-adjustment. It is not only the literature on monetary and

fiscal multipliers or on industrial structure and mobility of trade or labor that is

relevant. Instead, we must consider the deep-rooted literature on systemic social

inequities and the emerging literature on spatial approaches to public policy.

Studies like Cox (2010); Hardy, Logan, and Parmon (2018); von Lockette and

Spriggs (2016); and Derenoncourt et al. (2022) provide insight into the former.

For the latter, since workers do not seem to move in response to shocks as

quickly as they used to, the most relevant papers may be the new studies of

what makes people with different skill-sets choose long-term to live where they

do. The results here suggest that once we take joblessness into account, recom-

mendations for workers to sort into skill-specialized cities as in Rossi-Hansberg,

Sarte, and Schwartzman (2019) could exacerbate both non-adjustment and dis-

persion in non-adjustment. Many policymakers talk about the importance of

investing in education, but a “brain drain” works against counties vulnerable

to Factor 2 (Joint Economic Committee Republicans 2019, Li 2022). The liter-

9In contrast, places where the China shock industries were moving out 1960-1980 appears somewhat
more sensitive to Factor 1, though the correlation is not robust to inclusion of the full set of controls.
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ature on how to attract and keep the types of workers that dampen sensitivity

to shocks associated with non-adjustment is thus germane.

Along these lines, the recent finding by Diamond and Gaubert (2022) that

college-educated workers have moved away from cities centered on production

and toward cities centered around consumption between 1980 and 2017 provide

important insight. Some cities already have begun offering financial incentives

to encourage in-migration of skilled workers (cite). Fajgelbaum and Gaubert

(2020) outline a systematic tax schedule in a paper that provides a conceptual

framework for considering such incentives. Rappoport (2009) provides a in-

depth discussion of amenities and their importance in Americans’ locational

choice. Diamond (2016) examines the role of amenities in driving the sorting

of skilled workers across places and Diamond and Moretti (2021) analyze the

geography of amenities and the cost of living. Other disciplines also can offer

insights into drivers of locational choice that may result in dispersion in our

Obstfeld-Peri-style measure of non-adjustment (Curtis and Kulcsar 2019).

We hope the contributions and discussion above highlight the importance

of Obstfeld’s work across the field and raise interesting questions for future

researchers.
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A Supplemental Tables and Figures

Table A.1: Regression of national unemployment rate gaps by demographic group on na-
tional unemployment gap

1976 q1-2019 q4 1992 q1-2019 q4

Male Black - Black - <HS - HS - Some college -
Male White White college degree college degree BA

Ugap 0.913∗∗∗ 0.711∗∗∗ 1.001∗∗∗ 0.621∗∗∗ 0.462∗∗∗

(0.0659) (0.0753) (0.0439) (0.0159) (0.0120)

Constant 6.077∗∗∗ 5.760∗∗∗ 5.399∗∗∗ 2.341∗∗∗ 1.502∗∗∗

(0.115) (0.132) (0.0810) (0.0294) (0.0222)

N 176 176 112 112 112
R2 0.524 0.339 0.825 0.932 0.931

Notes: Regressions based on Aaronson et al. (2019). Data for black male and white male
(series LNS14000007 and LNS14000004) unemployment rates downloaded directly from Labor
Force Statistics from the Current Population Survey. BLS data on unemployment rates for
overall black and overall white and by educational group downloaded via Federal Reserve Eco-
nomic Data database (LNS14000003, LNS14000006, LNS14027659, LNS14027660, LNS14027689,
LNS14027662), as were the series for the natural rate of unemployment and national unemploy-
ment rate (series names NROU and UNRATE). Sample periods are 1976Q1-2019Q4 for black-white
gaps, and 1992Q1-2019Q4 for education gaps due to a shorter series for measures of education.
See Data Appendix below for more detail. Standard errors in parentheses.
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Table A.2: County-Level Variables for Examination of Regional Adjustment: Summary
statistics

N Mean S.D. Min Max

αi 3,206 0.528 2.613 -3.734 17.593
βi 3,206 -0.056 0.414 -1.455 1.7
noHSdegPct1990 3,132 30.371 10.371 4.5 68.4
COLgradPct1990 3,132 86.48 6.577 46.6 96.3
BlackPct1990 3,132 8.58 14.340 0 86.236
PctEmpinMfg1990 3,132 18.488 10.602 0 53.7
PctEmpinPubAdm1990 3,132 4.894 3.089 1.3 37.3
PopPerSqMile1990 3,109 223.674 1,435.222 1.0 52,432
MedHomeValue1990 3,132 54,141.31 33,572.520 14,999 487,300
MedHHMoneyInc1990 3,132 23,983.66 6,605.358 8,595 59,284
SavingsDepPerCap1990 3,131 10,461.72 5,278.428 0 98,348

Notes: Unconditional Alpha and Beta are coefficients from Eq.(3). County characteristics are from
the US Bureau of the Census County Data Book digital format in ICPSR 2896 DS80: 100-var070,
100-var071, 100*(var010/var005), var136, var140, var004, var105, var079, and var197.

B Data Detail

B.1 Figures 1 and 2: State unemployment rates

Data downloaded from the Federal Reserve Economic Data (FRED) aggregator

portal at https://fred.stlouisfed.org. Series identifiers are 4 letters, with

the first two letters the state’s two-letter postal abbreviation and the second

two letters ”UR” for unemployment rate. Figures constructed in Excel.

B.2 Figures 3 through 10, Tables 1-4: County-level un-

employment rates and county characteristics

County-level unemployment rates for 1970 and 1980 are from the US Bureau of

the Census County Data Books in digital format through ICPSR 2896, DS76

and DS78, available at https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/web/ICPSR/studies/

2896/datadocumentation. County characteristics are all set to 1970 values

and also from ICPSR 2896 DS76 (1972 County Data Book). Unemployment

rates for 1990 onward are from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics Local Area

Unemployment Statistics (LAUS). Download County Data Tables by year at

https://www.bls.gov/lau/#tables).
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Table A.3: Regression of Factor 1 Loadings on County Characteristics

Factor 1

noHSdegPct1990 0.00652 0.00236 0.00532 -0.00426
(0.00452) (0.00444) (0.00514) (0.00212)

COLgradPct1990 -0.00316 0.0127∗∗ 0.00315 0.000563
(0.00334) (0.00391) (0.00374) (0.00212)

BlackPct1990 0.000000850∗ 0.000000683∗ 0.000000849∗∗ 0.000000436∗∗∗

(0.000000338) (0.000000272) (0.000000267) (0.000000124)

PctEmpinMfg1990 0.0249∗∗∗ 0.0267∗∗∗ 0.0242∗∗∗ 0.0102∗∗∗

(0.00267) (0.00275) (0.00273) (0.00138)

PctEmpinPubAdm1990 0.00493 -0.00199
(0.00564) (0.00424)

PopPerSqMile1990 -0.0000245∗∗ -0.0000110∗

(0.00000724) (0.00000508)

MedHomeValue1990 0.00000177 0.000000567
(0.00000110) (0.000000797)

MedHHMoneyInc1990 0.0000115 0.00000546
(0.00000726) (0.00000345)

SavingsDepPerCap1990 -0.00673∗ -0.000465
(0.00332) (0.00196)

cons -0.296∗ -0.0552 -0.106 -0.558∗∗∗ -0.841∗∗∗ -1.076∗∗∗ -0.312∗

(0.136) (0.101) (0.0728) (0.0700) (0.183) (0.266) (0.118)
N 3123 3123 3123 3123 3123 3099 3098
R2 0.017 0.002 0.006 0.258 0.282 0.317 0.662

Notes: Factor 1 loadings are coefficients from Eq.(4). County characteristics are from the US
Bureau of the Census County Data Book digital format in ICPSR 2896 DS80: 100-var070, 100-
var071, 100*(var010/var005), var136, var140, var004, var105, var079, and var197. Standard errors
in parentheses.
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Table A.4: Regression of Factor 2 Loadings on County Characteristics

Factor 2

noHSdegPct1990 0.0151∗∗∗ 0.0120∗∗ 0.00209 0.00474
(0.00281) (0.00437) (0.00366) (0.00263)

COLgradPct1990 -0.0189∗∗∗ -0.00549 -0.0269∗∗∗ -0.0180∗∗∗

(0.00339) (0.00580) (0.00434) (0.00331)

BlackPct1990 0.000000278 0.000000567∗∗ 0.000000348 0.000000207
(0.000000235) (0.000000174) (0.000000210) (0.000000169)

PctEmpinMfg1990 0.00759∗∗ 0.00230 0.00245 0.00193
(0.00280) (0.00335) (0.00253) (0.00190)

PctEmpinPubAdm1990 0.00630 -0.00459
(0.00550) (0.00503)

PopPerSqMile1990 -0.0000146 -0.00000248
(0.0000119) (0.00000803)

MedHomeValue1990 0.00000974∗∗∗ 0.00000428∗∗

(0.00000107) (0.00000125)

MedHHMoneyInc1990 -0.0000287∗∗∗ -0.0000272∗∗∗

(0.00000404) (0.00000412)

SavingsDepPerCap1990 -0.0175∗∗ -0.0107∗∗

(0.00509) (0.00375)

cons -0.483∗∗∗ 0.230∗∗∗ -0.0276 -0.165∗ -0.363 0.544∗ 0.593∗∗∗

(0.106) (0.0603) (0.0440) (0.0810) (0.236) (0.235) (0.166)
N 3123 3123 3123 3123 3123 3099 3098
R2 0.107 0.067 0.001 0.028 0.115 0.292 0.498

Notes: Factor 2 loadings are coefficients from Eq.(4). County characteristics are from the US
Bureau of the Census County Data Book digital format in ICPSR 2896 DS80: 100-var070, 100-
var071, 100*(var010/var005), var136, var140, var004, var105, var079, and var197. Standard errors
in parentheses.
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Table A.5: Regression of Factor 1 Loadings on county China shock exposure

Dependent Variable : Factor 1
dipw9107 1990 0.0000309∗∗∗

(0.00000698)

highest ChinaShock 0.314∗∗∗ -0.00118 0.0226 0.00396
(0.0552) (0.0299) (0.0295) (0.0157)

lowest ChinaShock -0.388∗∗∗ -0.0271 -0.0175 0.00938
(0.0566) (0.0439) (0.0450) (0.0183)

noHSdegPct1990 0.00237 0.00529 -0.00432∗

(0.00443) (0.00513) (0.00213)

COLgradPct1990 0.0123∗∗ 0.00273 0.000624
(0.00388) (0.00368) (0.00209)

BlackPct1990 0.000000670∗ 0.000000842∗∗ 0.000000440∗∗∗

(0.000000265) (0.000000261) (0.000000125)

PctEmpinMfg1990 0.0262∗∗∗ 0.0234∗∗∗ 0.0103∗∗∗

(0.00309) (0.00318) (0.00138)

PctEmpinPubAdm1990 0.00493 -0.00202
(0.00565) (0.00425)

PopPerSqMile1990 -0.0000244∗∗ -0.0000111∗

(0.00000728) (0.00000512)

MedHomeValue1990 0.00000174 0.000000581
(0.00000111) (0.000000801)

MedHHMoneyInc1990 0.0000117 0.00000538
(0.00000729) (0.00000353)

SavingsDepPerCap1990 -0.00690∗ -0.000475
(0.00330) (0.00194)

cons -0.169∗ -0.160∗ -0.0209 -0.821∗∗∗ -1.057∗∗∗ -0.315∗∗

(0.0773) (0.0708) (0.0710) (0.187) (0.263) (0.116)
N 3097 3123 3123 3123 3099 3098
R2 0.053 0.058 0.089 0.282 0.317 0.662

Notes: Factor 1 loadings are coefficients from Eq.(4). County characteristics are from the US
Bureau of the Census County Data Book digital format in ICPSR 2896 DS80: 100-var070, 100-
var071, 100*(var010/var005), var136, var140, var004, var105, var079, and var197. Standard errors
in parentheses.
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001
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Table A.6: Regression of Factor 2 Loadings on county China shock exposure

Dependent Variable : Factor 2
dipw9107 1990 0.00000995

(0.00000559)

highest ChinaShock 0.0887 0.00283 0.0253 0.0241
(0.0480) (0.0233) (0.0211) (0.0169)

lowest ChinaShock -0.157∗∗ -0.152∗∗∗ -0.121∗∗ -0.0888∗∗∗

(0.0507) (0.0423) (0.0377) (0.0237)

noHSdegPct1990 0.0120∗∗ 0.00223 0.00521
(0.00433) (0.00363) (0.00265)

COLgradPct1990 -0.00745 -0.0284∗∗∗ -0.0192∗∗∗

(0.00587) (0.00447) (0.00330)

BlackPct1990 0.000000492∗∗ 0.000000286 0.000000174
(0.000000167) (0.000000206) (0.000000168)

PctEmpinMfg1990 -0.000981 -0.000663 -0.000186
(0.00320) (0.00269) (0.00193)

PctEmpinPubAdm1990 0.00622 -0.00431
(0.00559) (0.00519)

PopPerSqMile1990 -0.0000134 -0.00000168
(0.0000114) (0.00000784)

MedHomeValue1990 0.00000956∗∗∗ 0.00000420∗∗

(0.00000104) (0.00000123)

MedHHMoneyInc1990 -0.0000280∗∗∗ -0.0000263∗∗∗

(0.00000403) (0.00000416)

SavingsDepPerCap1990 -0.0178∗∗∗ -0.0111∗∗

(0.00507) (0.00366)

cons -0.0485 -0.0426 0.00605 -0.246 0.633∗∗ 0.631∗∗∗

(0.0517) (0.0491) (0.0390) (0.236) (0.229) (0.160)
N 3097 3123 3123 3123 3099 3098
R2 0.006 0.005 0.017 0.126 0.299 0.501

Notes: Factor 2 loadings are coefficients from Eq.(4). County characteristics are from the US
Bureau of the Census County Data Book digital format in ICPSR 2896 DS80: 100-var070, 100-
var071, 100*(var010/var005), var136, var140, var004, var105, var079, and var197. Standard errors
in parentheses.
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Table A.7: Regression of Factor 1 Loadings on county product cycle characteristics

Dependent Variable : Factor 1
prodcycle -0.00000164

(0.00000281)

move in 1960 1980 0.134∗ 0.00390 0.0209 0.000883
(0.0521) (0.0296) (0.0287) (0.0189)

move out 1960 1980 0.307∗∗∗ 0.137∗ 0.103 0.0382
(0.0840) (0.0604) (0.0601) (0.0237)

noHSdegPct1990 0.00306 0.00517 -0.00443∗

(0.00418) (0.00502) (0.00214)

COLgradPct1990 0.0126∗∗ 0.00374 0.000623
(0.00372) (0.00352) (0.00212)

BlackPct1990 0.000000644∗ 0.000000861∗∗ 0.000000440∗∗∗

(0.000000276) (0.000000261) (0.000000120)

PctEmpinMfg1990 0.0251∗∗∗ 0.0232∗∗∗ 0.0101∗∗∗

(0.00254) (0.00260) (0.00131)

PctEmpinPubAdm1990 0.00543 -0.00191
(0.00547) (0.00419)

PopPerSqMile1990 -0.0000265∗∗∗ -0.0000111∗

(0.00000670) (0.00000506)

MedHomeValue1990 0.00000179 0.000000566
(0.00000108) (0.000000794)

MedHHMoneyInc1990 0.00000955 0.00000489
(0.00000706) (0.00000343)

SavingsDepPerCap1990 -0.00651 -0.000208
(0.00332) (0.00199)

cons -0.0949 -0.124 -0.159∗ -0.859∗∗∗ -1.046∗∗∗ -0.304∗

(0.0738) (0.0725) (0.0741) (0.174) (0.265) (0.118)
N 3095 3123 3123 3123 3099 3098
R2 0.000 0.011 0.056 0.292 0.322 0.663

Notes: Factor 1 loadings are coefficients from Eq.(4). County characteristics are from the US
Bureau of the Census County Data Book digital format in ICPSR 2896 DS80: 100-var070, 100-
var071, 100*(var010/var005), var136, var140, var004, var105, var079, and var197. Standard errors
in parentheses.
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Table A.8: Regression of Factor 2 Loadings on county product cycle characteristics

Dependent Variable : Factor 2
prodcycle 0.00000107

(0.00000161)

move in 1960 1980 0.0885∗∗ 0.0273 0.0392 0.0633∗∗∗

(0.0284) (0.0275) (0.0210) (0.0165)

move out 1960 1980 0.0664 0.0737 0.0636 -0.0212
(0.0539) (0.0473) (0.0354) (0.0283)

noHSdegPct1990 0.0122∗∗ 0.00192 0.00501
(0.00438) (0.00365) (0.00264)

COLgradPct1990 -0.00564 -0.0268∗∗∗ -0.0181∗∗∗

(0.00573) (0.00427) (0.00327)

BlackPct1990 0.000000550∗∗ 0.000000358 0.000000213
(0.000000171) (0.000000212) (0.000000170)

PctEmpinMfg1990 0.00122 0.00155 0.00127
(0.00317) (0.00250) (0.00193)

PctEmpinPubAdm1990 0.00649 -0.00479
(0.00557) (0.00499)

PopPerSqMile1990 -0.0000157 -0.00000240
(0.0000120) (0.00000811)

MedHomeValue1990 0.00000975∗∗∗ 0.00000426∗∗

(0.00000104) (0.00000125)

MedHHMoneyInc1990 -0.0000296∗∗∗ -0.0000263∗∗∗

(0.00000409) (0.00000412)

SavingsDepPerCap1990 -0.0176∗∗ -0.0114∗∗

(0.00508) (0.00366)

cons -0.0246 -0.0425 -0.0383 -0.368 0.564∗ 0.576∗∗

(0.0441) (0.0452) (0.0504) (0.235) (0.237) (0.165)
N 3095 3123 3123 3123 3099 3098
R2 0.000 0.005 0.003 0.118 0.294 0.501

Notes: Factor 2 loadings are coefficients from Eq.(4). County characteristics are from the US
Bureau of the Census County Data Book digital format in ICPSR 2896 DS80: 100-var070, 100-
var071, 100*(var010/var005), var136, var140, var004, var105, var079, and var197. Standard errors
in parentheses.
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Figure A.1: Percentage of variance accounted for by each factor

Notes: First 10 factors extracted from the panel of county unemployment rates as described
in Section 5.2.

B.3 Table A.1

For the male Black and male white unemployment rate, Labor Force Statistics

from the Current Population Survey are available at https://www.bls.gov/

cps/data.htm. Click on link to the Data Finder for Labor Force Statistics and

enter the series identifiers into the search box: LNS14000007 and LNS14000004.

Adjust the sample to begin at 1972.

For other unemployment rates, one can use the same portal, or we used the

FRED aggregator portal for convenience. Series identifiers for Black and white

overall unemployment rate gaps are LNS14000006 and LNS14000006. Series

identifiers for Less than High School Diploma (“<HS”), High School Gradu-

ates No College (“HS”), Some College or Associate Degree (“Some college”),

and Bachelor’s Degree (“BA”) are, respectively, LNS14027659, LNS14027660,

LNS14027689, and LNS14027662.
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Figure A.2: Heterogeneity in estimated half-life of adjustment in county-level unemploy-
ment

Figure A.3: Half-life of adjustment in county-level unemployment and αi
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Figure A.4: Half-life of adjustment in county-level unemployment and βi

Figure A.5: Half-life of adjustment in county-level unemployment and λ1i
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Figure A.6: Half-life of adjustment in county-level unemployment and λ2i

Figure A.7: Factor 2 Loadings and αi

In all regressions, the national unemployment rate (quarterly, seasonally

adjusted) and long-term natural rate (quarterly) are from FRED, with series

identifiers UNRATE and NROU. Since the long-term natural rate already is
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smoothed, it is not seasonally adjusted.
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